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Containing creative illustrations and endless imagination, this book will entertain your child and

you.This is Sally. She is twelve years old and loves to read. Sally lives in a small town called

Durham in North Carolina, and she visits the library almost two times a week. People say Sally is

addicted to reading.When Sally goes to the library, she takes Milkshake, her cat. Milkshake likes to

sit on the tall stool in the library and watch Sally while she is looking for a good book to read.Sally

believes that Milkshake understands her completely, even if he can't talk to her.It was Monday

morning, and Sally did not have to go to school since it was a holiday.  What she didn't know is that

this day was going to be special.  Book #2 in the Series - Finding Tibby Scroll Up and Grab your

Copy today
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I have a 6 year old and a 2 year old and they LOVED me reading this to them. Dan Jackson is a

42-year-old father of three who started writing kids' books in 2014. This is the 2nd book of The

Magical Zoo series. I can't wait to read them all.Tibby the Tiger was released by Sally in book one.

Now Sally must once again team up with the zookeeper to bring all the animals back to the library. It



if such a fun book and depending on the age of the child would be a easy read. I think this series will

just keep getting better and better.I received this product for free in exchange for my unbiased and

honest opinion.

Sally and her cat, Cupcake,continue their search for the animnals let loose in book one. With the

help of the zookeeper who came out of book one, they are searching for the first animalk that

escaped. DOes your child remember what animal that was? These books are wonderful for growing

your child's sense of observation, prediction, memory and rhyming. So far a series of 5, these books

reinforce learning for your child using brightly colored characters, animal and catchy rhyming. I

recieved this book at a reduced price in exchange for my honest review.

As a second installment, this story is pretty good. The illustrations are still very colorful and well

done. The story takes you through the finding of Tibby the tiger. Tibby manages to navigate the

aisles of the library and wanders outside. He gets in a little bit of trouble and is scared by all the

strange things in the new world he is in. He is safely handled, promoting a wonderful love and

kindness toward animals. This installment also throws in a few animal facts in a subtle way so that

kids won;t know they are learning. I think that's important. This installment is pretty satisfying, I think

kids will be happy to read about how one the Magical Zoo's animals is getting along.*Book received

in exchange for an honest review

I dislike that these are broken up into separate books. Also, many of the pictures backgrounds are

identical with slight changes, like they were made with clip art. There are also some small errors in

the book. That being said, the story line is cute and I feel that children may enjoy the book, and not

be bothered by the repetitive backgrounds in the book.The basic premise of this one - the animals

escaped in the past book, which is currently posted for free, and offered free at the start of this

book. They are trying to get the tiger.I received this book in exchange for my honest opinion.

Dan Jackson is a 42-year-old father of three who started writing kids' books in 2014 - a NEW author.

But you'd never know it from the number of books he has produced - all of first quality. Though it

has been a while since new books have poured out of him, Dan is changing that situation with this

series of five books under the title THE MAGICAL ZOO.As with all of Danâ€™s books the stories

and the accompanying illustrations are by the author. In this new series we meet Sally, a young girl

twelve years of age in a library in Durham, North Carolina. Visiting often she is always accompanied



by her cat Milkshake. The first book shared her discovery of a book out from which leapt many

different kinds of animals. In this Book 2 the animal in question is Tibby the Tiger, one of those

animals who escaped in Book 1. Now the hunt is on for Tibby the Tiger who is finally caught by

zookeepers and placed in a cage â€“ of books!More adventures to come as we see the route each

of the escaped animals takes â€“ and in the meantime we learn a lot about the behaviors of animals

such as Tibby the Tiger. This is a great idea for a series â€“ educational while entertaining, as is

always the case with Dan Jacksonâ€™s books. Grady Harp, October 15

This is the second installment in The Magical Zoo series by Dan Jackson. In the first story, we met

our protagonist, Sally, a twelve year-old girl who loves the library and reading as much as her cat,

Milkshake. We got to see that as soon as Sally read from this magical book, many zoo animals

popped out and their zookeeper, John, wasn't far behind.This time around we get to see Sally and

John in action trying to find and return Tibby the tiger. Tibby's very fast and very scared so he ends

up outside in a tree. How can Sally, Milkshake and John the zookeeper get this big cat down from

the tree? Read it for yourself to find out.Parents, teachers and young readers will enjoy reading this

series to kids. The animals are described and even a small fact is given about them. The

descriptions in this book paint a vivid picture of the scene and the characters that match up perfectly

to the illustrations.The books don't contain any difficult or large words making it a perfect and easy

chapter book for kids when you get the whole series!Disclosure: I received this book for free for

review purposes. I would never recommend anything that my family or I have never used or believe

in.

Do you like tigers? Do tigers frighten you?The author, Dan Jackson, has written a series of stories

about The Magical Zoo. In the first story we met Sally and her cat who were at the library looking at

books. All of a sudden zoo animals started popping out of the book, followed closely by their

zookeeper, John. In the second part of the story, Sally and John, the zookeeper, go looking for the

animals in the library. In this story they find Tibby the tiger, the tiger is very fast. In fact so fast he

gets to the open library door, sees something strange, stairs and manages to step down. When you

read this book, you will discover what happens next.Parents/teachers will enjoy reading this book to

their children. The children will enjoy hearing about the zoo animals and in this series, they could

have one chapter a night. The illustrations by the author are bright, vivid and colorful. They depict

the adventures of Sally, John and Tibby the tiger. A fun story full of animals and surprises. Note:

complimentary copy of this book was provided to read and review.Recommended. prisrob 09-24-15
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